Abstract-During the construction of scientific and technical resources database system two problems are urgent to be solved. The first is how to fully protect existing investment, realize the resource integration, and reduce the construction cost. The second is how to respond to the change of the business needs rapidly, constantly meet applications. It is difficult to solve these two problems with existing mature technology. Service oriented architecture (SOA) offers a solution to the software reuse in distributed environment, and expands and improves the efficiency of software development. By using the SOA principle, the paper realizes the modeling and development of scientific and technical resources database system. The practice has proved that the system has better flexibility and maintainability.
INTRODUCTION
The main construction target of scientific and technical resources database system is the integration of large-scale, distributed, heterogeneous scientific data resources in order to realize the comprehensive and profound resources sharing. However during the system construction, due to the lack of overall concept, there are many resources management systems in different departments or the same department. Each system has its own database and independent applications and many isolated information islands are produced. Also scientific and technical resources database construction is a complex process of multi-stage. All the scientific and technical resources of the different platform, different development tools, different data standard, different needs and different development time together form a big information module collection. The complexity of information module collection has severely reduced the system's agility and stability.
The existence of the above factors decides that the software architecture used in the system must possess the following characteristics: simplicity, flexibility and maintainability, and reusability. The software method of service oriented architecture offers a solution for the above problems. SOA has become an important direction of generation enterprise application development. This paper mainly discusses how to model and develop in scientific and technical resources database system by SOA method, in order to achieve the goal of good scalability and reuse.
II. SOA
SOA is a component model; it is a kind of loosely coupled system architecture [1] . Typical SOA architecture contains three kinds of roles, they are service request people, service providers and service register center. Each entity plays one role (or more roles) of three kinds.
This model has the following characteristics [2] .
A. Services are loosely coupled
The aim of loose coupling is to isolate the service implement and customer using between service provider and service users.
B. The coarse-grain service
Choose the correct level of abstraction is a key problem of SOA modeling. Design should be as far as possible on the coarse-grain model in the situation of not loss or damage correlation, consistency and integrality.
C. Standardized interface
The service interfaces in SOA are standardized, which enable the service to provide the interface in any heterogeneous platform and for any user.
III. MODELING OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

RESOURCES DATABASE SYSTEM
There are three common modeling design methods: topdown strategy, down-top strategy and meet in the middle strategy. Top-down method first analyzes the business objectives; its feature is close to business requirements. Down-top method first analyzes actual objects, its feature is close to software implementation and traditional application system and technology can be used [3] . To narrow the gap between the software implementation and the actual business goals, and consider the overall objectives of science and technology resources database system and the existing traditional application system and technology, the meet in the middle modeling method is used in the paper [4, 5] . First, Obtain a good system model by top-down. Then, analyze the existing system, and put it as the feasible functional candidate. Its purpose is to provide low cost solutions for functional realization of the bottom service which supports business process. Lastly, analyze service by meet in the middle, and get the most appropriate system design model.
A. Obtain a good system model by top-down
• The domain decomposition. It includes business field and functional area decomposition. Business process and user demand of technology resources database system construction are mainly analyzed. The complete business process will be decomposed into the orderly arrangement of business cases.
• Establishing requirements -service model. It combines business cases from domain decomposition, and determine required function or service. Then it matches the functions or services with customer demand, in order to verify the integrity of the business cases.
• Subsystem analyses. From the viewpoint of system, realize the business cases through the system cases, and locate service in each subsystem.
• Service design and service arrangement. Service and demand are corresponded one to one, in order to verify the correctness and completeness of service.
On the other hand, service should be distributed to each subsystem.
• Component design. In this process, component function and realization will be further clarified, such as property and operation rules, etc. Through the five steps a good model system can be got.
B. Analyze the existing system by down-top
Analyze the existing system, and put it as the feasible functional candidate. Its purpose is to provide low cost solutions for functional realization of the bottom service which supports business process.
C. Analyze service by meet in the middle, and get the most appropriate system design model
Considering the function and structure of the existing system, to adjust and change the model got from Step one, in order to get the most appropriate system design model. The final service model is shown in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 , according to the current system, businesses of science and technology resources database system are divided into six loosely coupled sub service system. Every service in the sub service system is related, but each service system is completely loosely coupled. Actually it is six service interfaces. Therefore, the first standard of SOA is achieved: the realization is loose coupling between the services. The corresponding service interface methods which are summed from the six services are coarse granularity, and it is nearest to the actual business services. Thus the second standard of SOA is realized, namely coarse granularity service.
The system realizes the third standard of SOA through developing the core metadata services, namely standardized interfaces. Finally, the whole system of SOA is completed.
IV. THE SOA REALIZATION IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL RESOURCES DATABASE SYSTEM
A. The principle of SOA architecture based on service bus
The SOA implementation is oriented to business services, which are independent of technology, and technology is in a subordinate status. Once a certain technology is outdated, enterprise's business service can quickly switch to other new technology. Therefore, SOA need a core framework to manage all kinds of services by an integrated method. This framework is the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [6] .
In the previous section, six separate service interfaces are produced through the system modeling. Now it needs to add them into the service bus. Through the service bus six service interfaces would be integrated. All business requests of scientific and technical resources database system are sent to the service bus by Struts Web application. According to the different requests service bus completes the corresponding conversion, then judges the different request types, and decides different service interface routing.
The six services' realization, location and transmission protocols are transparent to the caller. The foreground Web applications only make contact with service bus, send all the service requests to service bus and don't know these six specific services completely. Besides, service bus also provides the message agency function. Input parameters, transport protocols and returned results can be correspondingly modified according to business needs. So the SOA third standard is realized. Fig. 2 is the SOA architecture of scientific and technical resources database system based on enterprise service bus. Fig. 3 is the data sets' Schema definition of core metadata. A complete data set includes six types of information; they are data set describing information, data set quality information, and data set distributing information, metadata reference information, service reference information and structure describing information. 
B. Database structure
C. Development process
Since SOA is in a continuous development, there is still not mature development method to support it. Through the analysis of existing programming technology [6] , the paper adopts the following technology:
1) Struts Action Bean: Controller part, mainly aims to separate completely View layer, controller layer and the model layer. It makes page design personnel not need to concern how to realize the business logic of background, and background business development personnel also don't need to concern how to realize the page.
2) Session Bean: It is responsible for logic part of application business. That is, it takes the business logic on the session bean of the application server, so as to realize the separation of Web server and the application server.
3) Entity Bean CMP: It is responsible for the operations of database layer. Its main purpose is to realize the separation of business logic layer and database operation layer. The developers do not need design the program that operates database in the business layer.
4) Web Service:
Its main purpose is to completely separate logical service interface call layer and logic service realization layer. And it realizes the standardization of the service interface transfer and call.
5) SOA Service Integration Bus:
It makes all kinds of services in integrated management, and makes the service address and transmission protocols transparent.
The core metadata service architecture is shown in Fig. 4 . In the view layer of Fig. 4 , JSP + struts tag lib is responsible for the format of web pages, and form bean is responsible for the content of web pages. The controller layer is mainly made up of ActionServlet and Action Bean. Each web page corresponds to a page controller to process business logic. The page controller accepts requests of views, allocates some tasks for every model, and receives the response result after model process. Model is mainly responsible for business logic realization part, which includes Inbound service, Outbound service, Web service, Session Bean and Entity Bean.
Client can export the WSDL document of service bus, and generates the corresponding code. …… <service name="HxysjMgrService"> <port binding="s0:hxysjServiceSoapBinding" name="hxysjService"> <s4:address location="http://85163E45C2DE4C4:7021/hxysjInbound"/> </port> </service> …… S0 and s4 are defined in the definition part of wsdl document.
s0=http://localhost:7001/webModule/services/hxysjServi ce s4="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"> From the code we can know that the client will not directly call service providers, it call through the agency service hxysjInbound in service bus. After agency service receives the service request, transfers it to business service.
The business service contains an external service address, thus it knows how to point to the service to external service. Through the method, the third SOA standard is realized, that is making service provider locations and transmission protocols transparent.
V. CONCLUSION
Practice has proved that the SOA technology based on the Web services has overcome the lacks in the construction of scientific and technical resources database system such as independent and scattered system, poor scalability and flexibility. And it provides a flexible workflow solution for the system construction. The architecture model based on SOA can accelerate the application development process, and make applications maintenance easier. It is excellent system architecture for enterprise-level system development. 
